Break into visual storytelling with Microsoft Photos

Overview

In this course, teachers explore how to leverage Microsoft Photos to support and encourage creativity in the classroom. Participants will create genre switch movies using still images and their own imaginations.

Webinar Agenda

0:00-00:10- Welcome, Introduction, Learning Objectives
(10-minute duration)

00:10-00:15- Introduction to genre switch videos
(5-minute duration)

00:15-00:25- Planning a genre switch video
(10-minute duration)

00:25-00:50- Creating a genre switch video
  Creating a video project
  Previewing clips
  Setting clip duration
  Adding title cards and text to your movie
(25-minute duration)

00:50-00:60- Closing & Questions
(10-minute duration)

Resources

https://education.microsoft.com/en-us